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Assuming that the strychnine spike revealed at the beginning is that produced by the weak stimulus of strychnine, that spike is able to be called the elementary form of strychnine spike in the hemisphere or spinal cord of toad. In detail, at the beginning of a train of evoked strychnine spikes this elementary wave of strychnine spike is a monophasiE" negative wave which is consisted of a sharp linear rising phase and a relative slow concave decaying phase when that is produced in the hemisphere by the topical strychninization, and is, in the strychninized spinal cord, a rapid or slow mono phasic surface-positive deflection. This elementary wave is characterized by a mono phasic wave, and that of the hemisphere is surface-negative and of the spinal cord is surface-positive, therefore the polarity of a spike seems undoubtedly to be due to the region of activation. The form of this response is usually constant ( Figure 1 ). The progressive variation of wave form of strychnine spike.
Ink-written tracings from medulla (upper channel) and spinal cord (lower three channels). Calibration:0.3 mV.
DISCUSSION
It is obvious that the present report does not reveal the mechanism underlying the synchronization due to the individual impulse discharge but discloses the relation of the polarity of a spike to the site of firing of certain cells group.
Initially the effect of strychnine applied to the surface will activate less numbers of neurones of circumscribed region than those activated in later, and the recording of strychnine spike at the same time illustrates the monophasic negative wave from the surface of hemisphere and the monophasic positive one from spinal cord. It is significant that the difference of the region of nerve cells affected by strychnine reveals the difference of polarity of the basic wave. Up to the present this idea based upon the view of the position of firing is not able to be found in spite of many descriptions of the fact (1).
A general assumption in the electrophysiology that the activated region manifests more negativity of electrical potential than that in the inactive region seems to fail to explain this result since the strychnine spike is, of course, the consequence of excitation of large numbers of synchronous nervous cells. This conception will also be supported by the following experimental observation.
As shown in Figure 3 The two phases of a spike occasionally shift a little in time each other.
SUMMARY
The report on the observaion of strychnine spike in the simpler structure of lower animal like central nervous system of toad may be suggestible to the interpretation of the analysis of a characteristic triphasic spike of cat cortex.
(1) The elementary wave of strychnine spike manifests an electronegative mono phasic wave where the activated region is placed directly under a recording electrode, and shows an electropositive monophasic wave where the inactive region is placed between the recording electrode and the activated region.
This elementary wave develops, and the increase in amplitude may be due to an increase in the number of cells excited, even if the stimulus with strychnine solution is constant.
(2) Accordingly when the recording electrode has picked up successively two phases of a spike of different polarities it reveals the firing of nerve cells occurred initially has spread to wider region. 
